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Strategizing Against Sweatshops: The Global Economy, Student Activism, and Worker
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reviewed by Cristina V. Groeger - March 29, 2021

Based on thirty in-depth interviews with U.S. activists, Strategizing Against Sweatshops details the development of the anti-sweatshop
movement between the mid-1990s and 2007, centering on the organization United Students Against Sweatshops (USAS). Williams uses
this case study to explore social movement theory and strategy, and deepen our understanding of the role of college students and
college campuses in the global struggle for workers’ rights.

Between these years, USAS transformed from a loose network of concerned students into a well-organized, national organization that
successfully pressured over 150 college campuses to adopt pro-labor codes of conduct and join an independent monitoring
organization. Because of its early support of labor unions, in particular the apparel union UNITE where many early USAS leaders
conducted internships, USAS was strongly committed to an ideology of global worker empowerment through independent labor unions
(which distinguished it from the consumer-focused fair trade movement). The broader political and economic context in this era was
not favorable to USAS’s efforts. Governments beholden to neoliberal policies limited the possibility of government regulation and the
global apparel market, in which larger employers contracted out production to smaller firms engaged in a race-to-the-bottom bidding
war, meant that wage increases or unionization in any one location often led owners to shut down. USAS, however, innovated new
strategies that helped directly challenge these broader structural features of the apparel market.

Of particular interest to educators and education scholars will be Williams’s analysis of the strategies of student activists to shape
global practices well beyond campus walls. USAS’s strategy operated at two levels: the college campus and the broader apparel
industry. The particular point of leverage students had on a college campus was the contracts university administrations held with
multinational companies like Nike and Reebok to produce apparel imprinted with the university logo. In contrast to consumer boycotts
that focused on changing individual buying patterns, targeting university contracts that made up 1%–2% of the apparel market could
exert significant leverage over the entire industry. USAS relied on steadily escalating tactics on campus (teach-ins, op-eds, rallies, sit-
ins, hunger strikes) to first establish legitimacy and build a large base of student support before creating moments of crisis to which
the university administration had to respond. Williams describes how tactics that disrupted normal university operations dovetailed
with tactics that changed public discourse, particularly through bad press that threatened to tarnish the name of brand-conscious
universities and apparel companies. Williams also analyzes “countermeasures” used by university administrations (such as creating new
investigative committees as a delaying tactic) as well as apparel companies (such as their embrace of corporate social responsibility
programs to placate the public and media, but with little actual effect on labor practices).  

Williams carefully traces the development of USAS strategy through several cycles of strategic innovation in response to obstacles they
confronted. The first USAS campaign focused on getting administrations to sign pro-labor codes of conduct with apparel companies.
This was met with the apparel companies’ creation of the Fair Labor Association (FLA), which nominally monitored labor practices in
member companies but in practice exhibited a deep conflict of interest, as company representatives were key decision-makers on the
FLA board. This limitation provoked the second USAS campaign to create the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC), an independent agency
that did not allow corporate representatives to sit on its board, and was sympathetic to but distinct from both USAS and labor unions.
The WRC conducted investigations responding to on-the-ground worker grievances, and USAS relied on their reports in their pressure
campaigns. This strategic model also ran up against limitations, as labor gains led employers to shift production elsewhere. This led
USAS to their third innovation: the campaign for a Direct Supplies Program, which placed the burden on larger employers to pay
contractors enough to ensure a living wage and labor rights to their employees. The DSP campaign was mostly unsuccessful, but
Williams argues it created a powerful model for how to begin to shift the balance of power in the apparel industry toward workers.
Williams concludes with a discussion of SweatFree committees, a campaign that did not target university administrations but rather
pressured city and state governments, which purchased uniforms from apparel companies, to pass sweat-free purchasing laws and to
join a consortium similar to the WRC.

Williams contributes to several aspects of social movement theory: in addition to his analysis of strategic decision-making and
innovation, he also develops a multi-institutional model of political opportunity structures, or the broader social environment in which
a movement operates. Williams’s theoretical discussions are always clearly written and explained, and his frequent use of direct
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quotes from interviewees enliven the book. Strategizing Against Sweatshops impressively details the connections between college
campus activists in the United States and apparel workers around the world in a sustained movement of transnational solidarity.
Scholars of student activism and social movements will benefit from Williams’s analysis of the precise mechanisms used to exert power
globally in an era of neoliberal policies and race-to-the-bottom corporate labor practices. While their successes have been limited, the
USAS provides a helpful case study to explore transnational strategies for rebuilding workers’ rights.
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